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Abstract
This survey paper shows the state of the art in security mechanisms, where a deep
review of the current research and the status of this topic is carried out. We start by
introducing network coding and its variety of applications in enhancing current
traditional networks. In particular, we analyze two key protocol types, namely, stateaware and stateless protocols, specifying the benefits and disadvantages of each one of
them. We also present the key security assumptions of network coding (NC) systems as
well as a detailed analysis of the security goals and threats, both passive and active.
Current proposed security mechanisms and schemes for NC in the literature are
classified too.This paper also presents a detailed taxonomy of the different NC security
mechanisms and schemes reported in the literature.
Keywords—Network Coding; Security Attacks; Eavesdropping Attacks; Byzantine
Attacks; Corruption Attacks;

1 Introduction
In coding theory, there are three main coding families: source coding, channel coding,
and network coding (NC). The first aims to compress information at the source, while
the second introduces redundant bits at the link layer to guarantee reliable
communications. On the other hand, the third consists in a coding process that takes
place at intermediate nodes in the network and at different layers of the network stack.
Network coding [1] represents a generalisation of classical store-and-forward routing
for information flow. This new code-and-forward paradigm considers that the source
messages are algebraic entities upon which operations can be performed at the
intermediate nodes. This contrasts with current state-of-the-art routing solutions, where
source messages are merely routed from source to destination. The main result of [1]
was the enunciation of the max-flow min-cut theorem for information flow. In
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particular, the authors demonstrated that the multicast capacity is achieved by applying
network coding. This achievement can bring a drastic change in improving the data
throughput of networks. Therefore, several studies focused on implementing practical
network coding based approaches that lead network coding to its current level.
In 2003, [2] demonstrated that linear operations at the nodes were sufficient to achieve
the max-flow min-cut bound: linear network coding (LNC) was defined in directed
acyclic networks with single-source multicast. Side by side, [3] provided an algebraic
formulation of linear network coding by using abstract algebra and algebraic geometry,
and demonstrated equivalent results in the new framework for both acyclic and cyclic
networks. This algebraic formulation opened the way to random linear network coding
(RLNC) [4], a kind of network codes, in which the coefficients of linear combinations
are randomly chosen over a finite field. [5] provided a first description of how to
implement RLNC in practice: it analysed both its benefits in terms of throughput and its
main issues. In fact, real information is flowing asynchronously so RLNC can suffer
delays and losses, and it can eventually experience congestions and link failures. So, to
be practical, the RLNC should be designed with a special packet structure by taking into
account new key characteristics to overcome these issues.

1.1 Secure network Coding
The new way of managing information, that network coding introduces in actual
networks, presents new several challenges in terms of security: processing (recoding)
the received data packets from neighbors in the intermediate nodes and then forwarding
them, opens a myriad of challenging security issues [6] . In fact, network coding can
have either positive or negative secure aspects. In the former case, by sending linear
combinations of packets and not merely source data, an adversary that is intercepting
some transmissions collects information that results to be useless. On the other side,
coding operations across packets can make the overall network more vulnerable against
several types of attacks. The research on secure network coding has been growing by
mainly investigating both byzantine and eavesdropping attacks. In fact, protocols based
on network coding present vulnerability against many threats and attacks including but
not limited to impersonation, byzantine (fabrication, modification and replay) attacks,
blackhole, and eavesdropping.
Some of the first analyses on secure network coding are [7-11]. These works considered
an eavesdropper seeing information transmitted on a subset of network channels in a
single-source scenario. In order to study secure network coding, different models has
been used. [9, 10] for first time proposed a model for a collection of subsets of wiretap
channels for an NC system called wiretap network. Each wiretrapper in the model has
full access to only one of these subsets; however, by applying secure linear network
codes, none of the wiretapper is able to extract any information from the transmitted
message. At the first analyses, shown in [12, 13], the measure of security has been done
in terms of either information quantities or decoding probability. Next, [14] proposed an
algebraic secure criterion. Side by side, the issue of designing secure network codes has
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been also investigated from another point of view: first in 2003 and then in 2006, [8, 15,
16] described how network coding could be seen as a generalization of classical error
correction. In particular, network error correction (NEC) coding has been proved to be
optimum in correcting random errors, erasures and errors due to malicious nodes in the
network. [17] started researching on secure network coding through NEC coding. The
objective of that work was the correction of errors injected by wiretapper and the
protection of source messages from wiretapping.
At the best of authors´ knowledge, this is the first survey to include the most relevant
literature in the diverse research areas related to security attacks and mitigation
techniques in network coding based communication systems. This survey includes more
than 200 references and makes a broad description of security threats and attacks in
network coding based systems, reviewing the current mechanisms against these security
attacks and the latest results for proving a secure network coding approach. We believe
both advanced and initial researchers in this area can benefit from this survey.
Other relevant surveys on principal concepts of network coding theorem are [6, 18], and
the most recent [19]. Some tutorial on security attacks and threats in network coding
based systems and summarizing the current mitigation techniques are [20-25]. Network
coding website [26] provides several studies and papers on this filed too. Also, another
useful source is [27] that includes “Bibliography on Secure Network Coding” and list of
paper works in the scope of secure NC systems from 2006 to 2014.

1.2 Structure of the Survey
In what follows, in Section 2 we review the fundamentals of network coding, the
security assumptions in NC systems and state-aware and stateless NC protocols. Then in
Section 3, the security threats and attacks in the NC based systems are studied. In
Section 4 we classify the proposed security mechanisms and schemes for NC in the
literature. In Section Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. we present a
timeline of these mechanism and schemes. Finally Section 5 presents the considerations
and conclusions.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Principles of Random Linear Network Coding
As an example to show the capability and the benefits of using NC in improving
network throughput, Figure 1 shows a possible simple scenario for both traditional store
and forward mechanism and network coding elegant store-process-forward paradigm.
Here the source node S wants to multicast some packets toward two sink nodes D1 and
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
D2. Each packet like 𝑝𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
has a packet number and time stamp that shows the
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝
packet number which was assigned by source node to it and the time that packet was
forwarded. For simplicity each packet (or symbol) is considered as one bit.
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A traditional store and forward mechanism, would achieve maximum throughput of 1.5
bits/s but NC allows both D1 and D2 to achieve a rate of 2 bits/s at the same time which
means more than 30% improvement in throughput for this scenario.

Figure 1: (a) Traditional store and forward mechanism vs. (b) Network coding storeprocess-forward paradigm: network coding reaches to 2 bits/s multicast throughput for
this scenario which is 30% better than traditional scheme.
In general, RLNC can be designed in practice according to two main approaches, called
respectively intra-session and inter-session. In the former [28-31], routers combine
packets belonging to the same session. It is typically used in multicast application and in
case of unpredictable topologies, and it has been demonstrated to improve reliability.
The decoding operations are only performed at the destination. In the latter [32-36],
packets from distinct flows are mixed when they pass through a common router. This
approach is especially suitable for unicast applications and static topologies. Its main
benefit is to improve the throughput. Figure 2 depicts an example of random linear
network code in a butterfly scenario.
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Figure 2: Representation of a random linear network code in the butterfly network with
correlated source processes. Either all the coefficients of the linear combinations or a
part of them are randomly chosen over a finite field of size q. In particular, X ( o , s ) and

X ( o , s )' denote the source processes, Y the processes at the edges, Z ( D1 ,o ) and Z ( D1 ,o )' the
processes collected by sink 1, and Z ( D2 ,o ) and Z ( D2 ,o )' the processes collected by sink 2.
Also, here 𝐈 is an Identity matrix in with ones only on the main diagonal and zeros
elsewhere. Matrices A and B are random matrices that contains the coefficients, matrix
F is the adjacency matrix of the directed labeled line graph [3]. The transfer matrix of
the system is M.

The randomized approach of RLNC is distributed, easier to implement than LNC, and
especially suitable for changing topologies, large networks or in the presence of
dynamically varying connections. The key characteristic of RLNC is that coefficients of
linear combinations are chosen randomly over a finite field. That implies the
transmission of coding vectors to the receivers by appending them as an overhead to the
header of the messages. This overhead is quantified as ℎ log 𝑞, where ℎ is the number of
information flows at the source and q is the size of the finite field.
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However, the capability of designing network codes without knowledge about the
network is paid in terms of successful decoding probability: in fact, in randomised
scenarios, the capability of a receiver to completely decode the information depends on
the number of sinks and the size of the finite field. That also introduces a trade-off
between the decoding error probability and the complexity of the coding operations over
the finite field.
In a network composed of several source nodes (encoders), intermediate nodes
(recoders), and sink nodes (decoders) where each source node generates at least 𝑔 linear
combinations (codewords) of ℎ native data packets and floods them into the network as
one generation. Also, 𝑞 is size of finite filed 𝔽𝑞 whose binary representation length is 𝑚
(where 𝑞 = 2𝑚 ). In this approach, a sink may fail to fully recover the native packets
even in a network with ideal channels that leads to increasing in decoding error
probability.

Figure 3: A sample scenario that three mobile nodes communicate with each other
in a RLNC based line network

The possible reasons for decoding error at sink node are:



Insufficient receiving codewords: the sink node may not receive g codewords.
Insufficient rank: the rank of total received codewords is less than ℎ which
means at least some of the receiving codewords are not innovative. The
erroneous and erasure channels also can lead to insufficient rank of received
codewords at sink node.
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Security attacks: in this case, the number and rank of received codewords is
sufficient but these codewords are polluted or fabricated by a malicious
intermediate node.

Figure 4 shows the decoding error probability 𝑃𝑒 versus 𝑚. “SD”, “SI1D”, and “SI5D”
label in Figure 4 shows there is no intermediate node in this line network, there is one
intermediate node, and there are five intermediate nodes. The generation size is 32 and
each native packet size is 1.5 Kbits. As illustrated by Figure 4, the lower 𝑃𝑒 could be
achieved by a larger filed size.

Figure 4: Error decoding probability (𝑃𝑒 ) versus 𝑚
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Figure 5: 𝑃𝑠 versus number of edges
Since the coefficients of the linear combinations in RLNC are randomly chosen over a
finite field of size 𝑞 = 2𝑚 , the decoding process has an intrinsic decoding error
probability. In case of an acyclic network, the lower bound on the successful decoding
𝑑

probability is 𝑃𝑠 = (1 − 𝑞 )|𝐸| , where 𝑑 is the number of destinations, 𝑞 is the size of the
finite field and E is the number of edges with associated random coefficients. The value
of the probability approaches 1 when 𝑞 → ∞ [37]. Figure 5 shows 𝑃𝑠 versus number of
edges for different number of sink nodes in the network where 𝑞 = 256.

2.2 Security Assumptions for NC Systems
Beside general and basic features such as capability for sending and receiving packets,
and being equipped with a normal processing power and storage device, such as CPU
and memory, we expect several rules that should be followed by a well behaved, Benign
node [38, 39]:


Coding: Performing valid coding operations such as mixing, encoding different
data packets, and contributing actively and correctly in the overall store-processforward mechanism.
 Recoding: Recoding the data packets that are merely intended for it, therefore
satisfying the basic confidentiality requirements and enabling the sink nodes to
correctly decode data the packets and extract the information. Then the recoded
packets should be forwarded correctly and validly.
 State Dissemination: Participating in the timely dissemination of correct state
information (applicable in the state-aware NC protocols) [40].
When a node violates one or more behaving well rules, the NC system will be
vulnerable to several attacks. There are several assumptions related to an adversary
node in an NC system [41]:
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Adversary nodes may violate one or several rules of well behaving nodes.
In a source-sink data flow, an adversary that is an intermediate node can observe
the transmission and the data packets.
An adversary node, like other well-behaved nodes, has a full access to the
required algorithms and procedures of encoding and decoding.
An adversary node is not unlimited in terms of resources (such as CPU,
memory, and bandwidth) and therefore it is not able to break hard cryptographic
primitives.

A malicious node may bogus data packets or corrupts them and injects them into the
network to perform a pollution attack [42]. There is a wide range of security threats and
attacks in NC based systems. We will discuss and list them in more detail in Section 5.
Furthermore, even in a network composed of benign nodes, lossy or erroneous channels
may lead to receive corrupted codewords at sink nodes. Figure 6 shows the decoding
error probability (i.e., 𝑝𝑒 as discussed in section 2.1) in the a network, illustrated by
Figure 3, when the intermediate malicious node attacks the transitive symbols and
corrupts some of them. Figure 6 shows that in the recoding phase in a malicious
intermediate node, even a very low percentage of corrupted symbols at intermediate
node (X-axis in Figure 6) leads to 𝑝𝑒 = 1.

Figure 6: decoding error probability versus percentage of corrupted symbols

The main security goals, that a secure NC system should be aware of are as follows:


Authentication: It involves data integrity, data origin authentication, and
nonrepudiation [43, 44].
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Confidentiality: The transmitted information (native data) between any two
nodes should be protected and not accessible to an outsider who is not
authorized.
Detection and Isolation: It should be able to identify misbehaviours in the
network, to detect adversary nodes, and to isolate them (quarantine) in order to
prevent any damage in the network.
Availability: this feature shows whether a node in the network is able to use the
resources and whether the network is accessible for the message to be
communicated.

Security goals and requirements for an NC network are not limited to this short list and
there are also other requirements, such as ordering, timestamp, location privacy, and
self-organization [45-47].

2.3 NC Protocols Categorization
Different categorizations of NC aware routing protocols for wireless networks, namely
centralized [48], source routing [49-51], hop-by-hop [28, 32, 52-56], and active [57,
58], are presented and reviewed in [59]. In general scene, NC protocols can be in two
main groups based on their use of network state information [41]. The security threats
and attacks and also the solutions are sometimes different for the stateless and the stateaware NC protocols.
A. Stateless NC Protocols

The stateless NC protocols do not rely on network state information, such as topology,
link cost, and node location, to perform coding operations like the mixing of data
packets. In stateless NC protocols, nodes do not rely on any assumptions about network
topology accordingly coding operations in a communication (coding at source node(s),
recoding in intermediate node(s), and decoding in sink node(s)) are independent from
dynamically changing topologies. A sample for the networks with a dynamic topology
is Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) [60], where no dedicated infrastructure existsusers collaborate in the routing process by storing and forwarding data packets to their
neighbours.
As discussed in Section 2, by properly implementing RLNC, only the sink nodes who
have access to sufficient decoding vectors can recover native packets [61, 62]. So in
comparison to traditional routing protocols, nodes not only may be naturally able to
protect data packets against common security threats and attacks but also gain other
benefits [38, 40]:
 The stateless NC protocols do not rely on topology state information; therefore,
they are more immune against using wrong e.g., through Byzantine modification
attack, fake (e.g., through link spoofing and pollution attacks), or obsolete
topology and link state information (e.g., through Byzantine fabrication attack).
 The sink nodes only need to receive sufficient linearly independent packets (no
matter from which neighbours), setup a system of linear equations via these
coded packets, and solve this system via Gaussian elimination to extract native
10

data packets. Therefore, decoding operations in sink nodes in stateless protocols
is independent from the identity of nodes who sent those coded packets which
guaranties immunity against some attacks such as impersonation;
 Coded packets may reach to the sink node(s) in several different paths and
intermediate nodes. This native redundancy property of stateless NC
mechanisms like RLNC can limit the negative impact of adversarial nodes
misbehaviour in traffic relay refusal.
The use of the stateless NC protocols also brings some additional points of concern [63,
64]:




Due to the independency from network topology, some techniques like
optimization based on local topology information are not applicable anymore.
Thus these protocols need more sophisticated coding operations. Also, packet
level functions (storing, mixing, encrypting, and decrypting) need to be fully
distributed in order to provide flexibility to dynamic network topology changes;
To guarantee that randomly chosen network codes can properly perform
encryption and decryption operations in source and sink nodes, they should be
selected from a sufficiently large field which increases data overhead. The
required decoding vector should be included in the header of each data packets.

B. State-aware NC Protocols

The state-aware NC protocols rely on partial or full network state information to
optimize the coding operations carried out by each node. Here, nodes have some
information about network topology; hence, they can use local information to achieve
the most optimized encryption codes. Also, they can exchange the required coding
vectors at the beginning of communication.
The optimization process in the state-aware NC protocols may target the throughput or
the delay. The optimization process in a node can be based on exchanging information
only with close neighbours (local optimization) or it can address the end-to-end
communication across the entire network (global optimization). [65] proposes a
polynomial time algorithm for global optimization. The COPE [66] protocol, which
runs between the IP and MAC layers, is a state-aware NC protocol that uses local
information and network sate information. The other state-aware NC protocols are
explained in [34, 67, 68]. By using network state information, these protocols try to
achieve improvements in terms of throughput and robustness however other issues
raises that should be handled such as:




In the state-aware NC, nodes need to know about local topology (e.g. one or two
levels of neighbors) or global topology of network [59] that prepare a fortune for
adversarial nodes for distributing invalid control-traffic and network state
information.
In order to optimize the encodings process via more efficient coding coefficients
and less overhead, the state-aware protocols rely on the vulnerable control
information disseminated among nodes or network state information that they
opportunistically overheard from their neighbors. However, this mechanism
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gives a chance to malicious nodes for crafting and injection of false control
packets.
On the other hand, nodes in the state-aware protocols have more knowledge about
nodes location, topology, and link state which can lead to some benefits:


By using network state information, exchanging topology information between
neighbours, and using fixed predefined and optimized coding vectors at the
beginning of communication, the state-aware NC protocols can achieve a higher
performance in terms of throughput or delay.
 The required decoding vectors can be calculated and exchanged at the beginning
of communication and consequently, unlike the stateless protocols, they do not
need to be included in the header of all data packets, which subsequently
decreases the overhead.
Table 1 lists the benefits and drawbacks of the state-aware and the stateless NC
protocols especially in terms of security issues. Other attacks like Byzantine attacks
(described in next section) can have considerable negative impact on all NC protocols
regardless of being stateless or state-aware.

Table 1. Benefits and drawbacks of state-aware and stateless NC protocols
Protocol Type

Stateless NC
Example:
RLNC

Key Features
Do not rely on
network
state
information
Coding
operations
can work properly
even
under
a
dynamic
network
topology

Nodes
chose
encoding coefficients
randomly
and
independently

State-aware NC
Example:
COPE

Benefits
Do not use control packets
for updating their knowledge
about topology state
More prone against wrong
network state information and
invalid control traffic packets
that leads to be more
immunity against some types
of fabrication, modification,
and impersonation attacks.
Extracting information from
received packets in receivers
is independent from the
identity of sender nodes

Rely on local(one or
two
levels
of
neighbors) or global
network
state
information

Instead of including encoding
coefficient at the header of all
packets, the fixed optimized
coefficients codes can be
exchanged at the beginning
of communication.

Nodes
can
use
network
state
information
to
achieve the most
optimized encoding
codes.

Local or global optimization
schemes
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Drawbacks
Need more sophisticated
coding operations
To
guarantee
a
successful
decoding,
coefficients should be
selected
from
a
sufficiently large field
which increases the
overhead.
The required decoding
coefficients
vector
should be included in the
header of each data
packets.
Rely on network state
information,
routing
tables, control packets,
and so on.

Rely on
vulnerable
control packets which
lead to more threats and
attacks

3 Active versus Passive: The Usual Suspects
Common security threats and attacks in NC systems can be divided in two main
categories [63]:




Passive threats and attacks do not disturb the normal operation of the network.
Malicious nodes that perform a passive attack only snoop (or read) the
exchanged information without modifying it. The detection of this type of
attacks is difficult because it does not compromise the operation of the network.
Passive attacks mainly violate confidentiality or are used to reveal information
on the network topology or capturing sensitive information such as passwords.
Active attacks, contrary to passive attacks, try to disrupt the normal network
operation and may also alter, corrupt, or delete the data packets being exchanged
in the network. Active attacks can be caused by an external (outside the
network) or an internal (belonging to the network) attacker. Internal attacks are
more difficult to be detected and mitigated [47]. As an example of an active
attack in NC systems, a malicious node can store and pollute (corrupt) data
packets by using malware processing functions and then forward (inject) the
polluted packets into the network. This attack can extend (advance) rapidly,
leading to a network full of polluted packets.

In this section, we shortly review general security threats that are vital to be managed by
a NC system. Not addressing these threats may nullify the performance gain of coded
networks or even worse they can completely disrupt the whole network operation. We
shall divide our discussion in passive attacks and active attacks, particularly focusing on
eavesdropping, Byzantine modification and pollution, which are some of the most
important potential security weaknesses of NC systems. Then, in the next section we
will focus on eavesdropping resulting from passive attacks and Byzantine modification
and pollution resulting from active type, that are the main wide range attacks which can
cover most of the security issues in all NC systems.

3.1 Passive threats and attacks
Two of the main and most common passive attacks are eavesdropping and traffic
analyses.
A. Eavesdropping

An eavesdropper attacker reads data traffic to obtain sensitive information (e.g., native
data, secret keys, and location) about the other nodes. In NC stateless protocols, a
malicious intermediate node can act as an eavesdropping attack if it has access to a
sufficient number of linearly independent combinations of packets. In this case, the
malicious node can easily decode the packets and can have access to all transmitted
information. In state-aware NC protocols this attack has a higher probability of
succeeding because the number of the packets needed for the decoding operation is less
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than that of stateless NC protocols. This makes eavesdropping attacks to state-aware NC
protocols more dangerous and serious.
Figure 7 shows several possible scenarios for security attacks in a network coding
system such as eavesdropping, selectively dropping, Byzantine modifying, and
Pollution attacks (they will be discussed later in this section). Unlike figure 1, the time
stamp of packets is disregarded in figure 7, for simplicity. Suppose that node E in figure
7.(a) only should only send packet 𝑎⨁𝑏, where ⨁ represents the bit by bit XOR of the
two packets, and node E is not authorized to have access to the native packets 𝑎 and 𝑏.
Here if node E, as an adversary internal eavesdropper, success to overhear at least one
of two links AD1 and BD2, eventually it can decode XOR packets and obtain fully
access to the both native packets 𝑎 and 𝑏. Beside possible internal eavesdroppers, the
network could be threaten by an external eavesdropper such as node F in figure 7.(a); it
tries to overhear AD1 and ED1 links to successfully decode the XOR packets and obtain
unauthorized native packets 𝑎 and 𝑏.
As one of the first studies, [69, 70] investigated classical security measures in NC
systems: how, without any shared keys and secure channels and by network codes, we
can have a secure data transmission over a network in which some wiretapped links are
controlled by computationally unbounded and hidden adversaries who have full access
to the messages for observing and modifying. [69] proposed network codes by the
maximum secure throughput (1 − 𝑝)|𝐸| where an adversary controls a fraction 𝑝 < 0.5
of the |𝐸| edges. [70] proposed a network code for this problem in which the adversary
capacity (i.e. the number of coded messages that an eavesdropper has full access to
them) is less than the overall network multicast capacity. In this model, only the source
and the sink nodes are responsible for the secure coding and error detecting and
correcting is not on-the-fly. [71] showed that eavesdropping attack in wiretapped NC
systems can be considered as a network generalization of the Ozarow-Wyner Wiretap
channel of type II and determined a bound on the required secure code alphabet size.
Let us consider a network where an eavesdropper is listening to all the messages sent on
a subset of edges. A system is called Shannon secure if the eavesdropper has no
information about the source. On the other hand, if the attacker is seeing the information
the source is transmitting but he is not getting any meaningful information the system is
called weakly secure. A random network code is implicitly providing weak security: in
fact, an attacker that is intercepting random linear combinations of packets is not
guessing any meaningful information unless the number of packets he owns is less than
the rank of the transfer matrix of the system. In particular, the probability that an
eavesdropper is obtaining meaningful information about the source is less than
|𝒜|𝑢𝑘⁄𝑞 ℎ−𝑘 , where 𝒜 is a collection of sets of edges, 𝑢 is the multicast rate of the
code and 𝑘 is the number of independent messages [72]. A random code is not Shannon
secure with a probability |𝒜|𝑘⁄𝑞 : this shows that the security of a random network
code increases with the size of the finite field. So, there is a tradeoff between the
complexity of the code and its security.
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There are several solutions for handling an Eavesdropping attack, as a main and the
most important passive attack in the NC systems. In the next section, a history of works
on eavesdropping attacks in NC systems, attack modelling, and proposed mechanisms
for handling it, is presented.
B. Traffic Analysis and Monitoring

An attacker may monitor and analyse packet transmission in order to extract
information about the source and the destination as well as the network topology.
Generally, traffic analysis and monitoring threat is due to violating the privacy of nodes
by an adversary node. Handling these threats could be more challenging because of
intermediate nodes authorization for processing the packets in the NC systems
However, in the other hand, due to the nature of coded networks in using coded packets
in intermediate nodes, NC has a potential to thwart these threats if a proper coding
mechanism is applied. Both the state-aware and stateless NC protocols can be
jeopardized by this threat. There are several works in the literature that have focused on
traffic analysis threats and attacks [73-75].
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Figure 7: (a) node E bogus fake packets to carry out a pollution attack. Here also node E
and F are internal and external eavesdropper respectively that try to overhear some
unauthorized packets to obtain required information for decoding XOR messages. (b)
Shows the Byzantine modifier node C that modifies received packets and performs
invalid operation on them (e.g., the original packet 𝑎3 that is polluted by malicious node
C is shown by packet 𝑎3∧ ). Also the attacker node E selectively forwards some packets
and drops the others.
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3.2 Active threats and attacks
Contrary to passive attacks, active attacks try to disrupt the normal network operation
and may also alter, corrupt, or delete the data packets being exchanged in the network.
Active attacks can be caused by an external (outside the network) or internal (belonging
to the network) attacker. Internal attacks are more difficult to be detected and mitigated
[45, 47]. In an NC system, one malicious node can store and pollute (corrupt) data
packets by using malware processing functions and then forward (inject) the polluted
packets into the network - this procedure can extend rapidly, leading to a network full of
polluted packets. This type of attacks is called pollution attack. Below a list of some
attacks which can threaten NC systems are presented.
A. Denial of Service (DoS)

A benign node may get flooded by other nodes of network, which in extreme cases the
victim may no longer be able to operate properly or it may even fails. In a NC system,
when a victim node receives lots of requests (such as packets processing and
forwarding) from either benign or adversary nodes, that may lead to lack of sufficient
resources, e.g., bandwidth, CPU power, memory, and battery level in the victim. Also,
if attackers have enough resources like computing power and bandwidth they can
perform a more severe distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. DoS can have a
variety of origins and it affects different layers of network [76].
DoS may have an unintentional origin in the NC aware multi-hop routing protocols. For
their location in the topology of network, some particular nodes may become unfairly
burdened to support many packet mixing, coding, and forwarding functions and this
leads to more loads on these hot spots in terms of radio jamming and battery power
exhaustion [77].
In NC aware schemes, a malicious node can easily perform a DoS attack by flooding its
neighbors via injecting lots of junk or corrupted block of coded packets or even clean
but old and reparative packets into downstream victim nodes who should perform
frequently the decryption, encryption, and forwarding functions that leads to high traffic
and rapid battery exhaustion in victims.
DoS attacks can also happen in different forms in several layers of network stack like
jamming and tampering at physical layer, collision, exhaustion and unfairness at link
layer, sleep deprivation, black holes, routing table overflow at network layer, malicious
flooding and de-synchronization at transport layer, and finally failure in the remote
services, e-banking, and web servers at application layer [45]. Due to distributed
mechanism of NC schemes and intermediate nodes role in packet mixing, DoS and
DDoS are very challenging to handle and need efficient techniques.
Lima et. al [78] investigate the impact of DDoS as a type of Byzantine attack on peerto-peer topologies for distributed NC aware storage that shows severe degrade of
network performance even for a small number of Byzantine nodes.
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Statistical analysis of network traffic for detecting the suspicious nodes that send a large
amount of packets, control messages, and requests for their neighbours, or applying an
authentication and verification of traffic flows. Also, packet leashes such as adding a
field to the header of packet in order to limiting the maximum allowed hops for the
packet could be another possible mitigation technique.
B. Jamming

A malicious node can perform a particular Denial of Service (DoS) if it prevents the
reception (jam) of valid packets, stops forwarding packets towards a destination, or
injects lots of fake packets into the network. In comparison of traditional networks, NC
aware schemes are more vulnerable to the jamming attacks, especially to the
cooperative jamming attacks [79]. Also, jamming attack has more negative impact on
the state-aware NC protocols in comparison with the stateless protocols.
Authors in [80] proposed a polynomial-time, rate-optimal distributed NC scheme for a
secure communication in a network by capacity 𝐶 and in the presence of malicious
nodes by jamming rate 𝑍𝑂 and eavesdropping rate 𝑍𝐼 . It can reach to the optimal secure
source rate of 𝐶 − 𝑍𝑂 − 𝑍𝐼 . Several countermeasures have been proposed in the
literature [80-84] for handling malicious jammer nodes. However, these solutions, such
as using computational expensive hash functions (look at next section), heavy
monitoring algorithms, and limiting the malicious jammers by null space properties of
NC [83], may severely decrease the performance of NC mechanism.
C. SYN Flooding

In 2006, S. Katti et. al [32] proposed a wireless mesh protocol (COPE) that can handle
both TCP and UDP connections. However, they referred to several problems like a high
collision rate due to hidden terminals and lack of coding opportunities in the case of
TCP communications, which leads to poor gain of utilizing NC for TCP
communications. Y. Huang et. al [85] later showed that these problems are related to the
COPE design, which does not consider opposite DATA and ACK flow directions in the
TCP. Thus, they proposed an NC aware approach that improves TCP communication
throughput by opportunistically XORing DATA and ACK packets within a TCP session
without modifying TCP or the underlying MAC protocol [86].
In 2007, [87] proposed a MAC layer NC scheme to improve TCP performance over
wireless networks. Some works modified the traditional MAC layer for further
improvements in coding gain [88]. [89] is one of the earliest work proposing a new
mechanism called TCP/NC that incorporates NC into TCP to improve TCP mechanism
in lossy networks. Later, many other studies worked on improving TCP performance;
however, most of them require TCP and network stack layer modifications [89-96].
Although the previously mentioned works [85-96] showed NC capabilities in TCP
communications and improved the throughput of network, they can lead to a myriad of
insecurity issues that should be handled. One of the most important security attacks in
transport network layer, which is due to TCP connections, is Synchronization (SYN)
flooding attack. Here, the attacker generates lots of half-opened TCP connections with
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some victim nodes but never fulfill the handshaking procedure to fully open the
connections. Applying NC mechanism on TCP connections is quite new; therefore, to
the best of our knowledge, there is still no existing efficient mechanism for handling
TCP related attacks like SYN flooding in NC systems.
D. Resource Exhaustion

Coding and mixing different packets into one packet at intermediate node, is an
essential task of NC systems. However, the authorization of intermediate nodes for
recoding or processing the packets as a part of store-process-forward paradigm of NC
increases the system throughput but in other hand it may lead to several security issues
that can potentially nullify the performance gain of coded networks.
An adversary intermediate node can execute a wide range of Byzantine attacks e.g.,
Byzantine modification, on the transit packets or forges bogus packets and inject them
into the network as a part of a pollution attack. These improperly coded or polluted
packets will be forwarded to the next nodes for further recoding processes and
forwarding functions that lead to even more prevalence of pollution in the network.
Worse yet, when finally these polluted packets reach to the sink nodes they are not
decodable and should be dropped. This disruptive and epidemic effect of packet
corruption leads to network resource exhaustion and it must be resolved. A possible
solution to mitigate the resource exhaustion attack is applying homomorphic hash
functions [97] in which all the intermediate nodes can verify the validity of the encoded
packets on-the-fly prior to recoding them without knowing the content of native data
packets. Therefore, the intermediate node can detect the polluted packets and drop them.
Packet pollution may originate unintentionally like jamming or interference. Resource
exhaustion attack can also be customized and modified to the new form of attacks like
DoS, jamming, and SYN flooding attacks that were described before.
E. Blackhole, selective forwarding/dropping, and wormhole

A blackhole attacker may exploit routing protocols to advertise itself as a valid -and
usually the shortest- path to a destination. This leads to position itself in the path of data
packets toward that destination [46]. Then, the attacker can intercept/eavesdrop data
traffic, or as a blackhole attack simply deny the routing operations like packet
forwarding, that leads to decreasing the network performance.
Both state-aware and stateless protocols suffer from performance degradation caused by
this attack; however, state-aware NC protocols can slightly heal blackhole backwashes
via using local optimization techniques. In this regard, [98, 99] proposed an Algebraic
watchdog (explained in Section 4.2) for NC aware wireless networks in which nodes
can identify malicious behaviors probabilistically and monitor their downstream
neighbors locally using overheard messages.
Finding an efficient, scalable, and extremely lightweight solution for blackhole attack in
the NC aware protocols is an ongoing research. Also, blackhole attack can easily lead to
the first step of further attacks by a malicious node like man-in-the-middle, route
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poisoning, pollution, and DoS attacks. It also can appear in more subtle forms like
selective forwarding and dropping and also wormhole attacks.
Selective forwarding or dropping attacker selectively forwards some packets and drops
the others. Refusing to forward packets and dropping them in intermediate nodes results
in lack of sufficient coefficients for decoding in sink nodes and render the native
packets non-decodable. Figure 7.(b) shows the adversary nodes E that selectively
forwards some packets and drops the others. NC aware systems may use an algebraic
watchdog mechanism [98, 99], compel source node to generate more coded packets to
increase the chance of delivery [100], and find several paths for each source-destination
pairs to alleviate disruptive consequences of selective forwarding and dropping attacks.
However, in other hand, all these mechanisms may lead to more overhead and thus
nullify the throughput gain of NC.
Wormhole attack, is a severe active attack that needs two colluding adversaries: the first
malicious node can receive packets from well behaved network nodes and tunnels to
another malicious node [63]. One solution that is proposed by [101], estimates the
distance between the sender and the receiver for detecting the fake neighbors and links.
Also, [102] proposes a distributed detection defense technique by exploring the change
of the data flow directions of the innovative packets originated by wormholes and show
that the robustness of proposed technique relies on the node density in the network. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no ultimate and efficient solution for the Wormhole
attack in current NC aware link state routing protocols.
F. Byzantine Fabrication

A Byzantine fabrication attacker generates messages containing false information. It can
disrupt the routing operation of network in different ways such as forwarding data
packets through non-optimal or even invalid routes and generating routing loops. Also,
this attack may appear in forms of modifying and/or altering packet headers, routing
table overflow, route poisoning, and ACK pollution.
In state-aware NC protocols, packet headers normally contain topology states and
routing information. Also, in stateless NC protocols, headers normally contain required
decoding vectors. Therefore, the Byzantine fabrication attacks are disruptive for both
stateless and state-aware NC protocols. Some of the most important Byzantine
fabrication attacks include:


Routing table overflow

Similar to the traditional MANET protocols, NC aware routings can apply proactive
(table driven) and reactive (on-demand) routing approaches. In proactive protocols, in
which routing techniques are either link-state or distance vector, nodes try to find all
possible routes for each source-sink pairs regardless of the use or need of such routes.
But in reactive protocols, in which routing techniques are either source routing or hopby-hop, routes are created only when a source node requests and requires them [103]. A
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malicious node, especially in a proactive approach, can advertise lots of new routes to
the nonexistent nodes in the networks to overflow other node’s routing tables.


Route poisoning

Malicious nodes can continuously flood fake or invalid control packets (such as routing
requests, replies, errors, and hello packets) into the network to perform a routing table
poisoning attack. Also, leading network layer misbehaviors like dropping routing
control packets, creating routing loops, extending or shortening service routes, misreporting in packet reception, increasing end-to-end delay, and link quality falsification
or modification, the attackers can decrease quality of services or worse yet they can lead
to network partitioning and DoS attack through mixing all these behaviors [45].


ACK pollution

In an NC aware system, for each flow of data packets between a source-sink pair of
nodes, the source node continuously flood coded packets toward sink node for the
current generation until an acknowledgment (ACK) is received from the sink [24]. This
ACK mechanism prepares an ideal situation for an attacker to perform a verity of
misbehaviors.
The attacker can deceive the source node by creating and injecting fake ACKs or
modify them leading the source node move onto the next generation. Therefore, the sink
may not receive all required batches for decoding the whole generation of coded
packets. Cryptography mechanisms, like digital signatures, can deal with this attack.
Similar to blackhole and wormhole attackers, malicious forwarder nodes can drop ACK
packets; this leads the source node keeps on sending coded packets from the current
generation forever. Solutions for alleviating the negative effect of blackhole and
wormhole attacks were mentioned in their related sections. Malicious node can also
make a more subtle attack by ACK latency leading to degrade of network throughput.
Source and sink nodes can ward off this attack by setting a timeout for each ACK [24].
ACK pollution attacks can be generally handled by packet authentication and
cryptography mechanisms; however, these mechanisms are not suitable for those ACK
pollution attacks that target the network quality of services (QoS). [104] propose a
multipath acknowledgment mechanism for handling these types of attacks against ACK
packets.
State-aware NC protocols are more susceptible to ACK pollution attacks because nodes
store network topology and link state information in their routing cache or table. [24,
104] are two infrequent papers referring to attacks against the ACK packets in an NC
aware system.
G. Byzantine Modification and Pollution Attack

An adversary node may perform invalid coding operations on the transit packets and
modify them incorrectly to perform a Byzantine modification attack. Many of the
previously discussed attacks like wormhole, blackhole, selective forwarding and
dropping attack, man-in-the-middle, link spoofing, routing attacks, and repudiation can
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be considered as a special type of Byzantine attacks. Figure 7.b shows a possible
scenario for a Byzantine attacker in which the adversary node C, is supposed to perform
valid XOR operation on the received packets, create correct packets like 𝑎⨁𝑏, and
eventually forward them toward downstream nodes. But it wrongly modifies the native
packets, modifies the XOR packets, and instead of valid XOR operation, performs other
invalid process on them.
Figure 7.(a) shows a possible scenario for packet corruption attack in which the
adversary node E, receives some XOR packets like 𝑎⨁𝑏 from upstream node C that
should be forwarded toward sink nodes D1 and D2 but it bogus fake and corrupted
packets like 𝑐 and forwards them toward sink nodes.
MinJi et. al [105] studied three different schemes in
Byzantine attackers: end-to-end error correction
Byzantine detection scheme (like [97, 109-111]) ,
detection scheme (like [112]). They compared the
schemes at a node.

NC aware systems for detecting
(like [106-108]), packet-based
and generation-based Byzantine
transmission overhead of these

Byzantine modification and pollution attacks are the most important active attacks and
probably, beside eavesdropping attacks, are three most studied security attacks in NC
systems. We study them in the coming sections by modeling these attacks and
reviewing current mechanisms and schemes for handling them.
H. Impersonation

An impersonate attacker by a bogus authenticity can send messages pretending to be
another legitimate node. By this bogus authenticity it may trigger a set of misbehaviors
from simple eavesdropping of transitive data to severe pollution attacks such as route
conflicts and loops, link spoofing, and network partitioning. Authentication in a
network may involve three properties [43]:




Data integrity: This property refers to the data that have not been changed,
destroyed, or lost in a malicious or accidental manner.
Data origin authentication: It verifies and validates the identity of the origin of
the data.
Nonrepudiation: It defines a security service that prevents an entity from
denying previous obligations or actions, like guaranteeing that neither the origin
of the data can later deny having originated and sent it nor the receiver can deny
the reception.

Cryptographic mechanisms can be a possible solution for authentication issues. These
mechanisms can be [44]:


Unconditional secure which means they are robust even against a powerful
attacker that has unlimited computational resources, and data packets in these
techniques can be verified only by intended receivers.
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Computationally secure which means they are vulnerable against a powerful
attacker that has unlimited computational resources, and data packets in these
techniques can be verified by anyone who has a public verification algorithm.

To achieve three mentioned authentication properties, the data messages can be
appended by an augmented packet such as:




A digital signature: provides all three authentication properties and can be
computationally or unconditionally secure [97, 109-111, 113-118].
A Message Authentication Code (MAC): does not cover non-repudiation
property and it is computationally secure [119-125].
An authentication code (also called tag): does not cover non-repudiation
property and it is unconditionally secure [44, 126].

Authenticity is important for all source-sink communications in traditional networks.
However, due to the role of intermediate nodes even in a peer-to-peer source-sink
communications in coded networks, authenticity turns to a critical and required key
feature for NC aware systems [127-129].
Unlike stateless NC protocols that do not rely on the identity of the nodes for coding
operations, in state-aware protocols, nodes are dependent to their neighbours for
obtaining the state and network topology information which can lead to the severe
attacks of impersonate adversary nodes [41]. Lack of authentication mechanism in
network may lead to several forms of attacks such as Sybil or Man-in-the-middle. In
Sybil attack, a malicious node behaves as if it was a larger number of nodes, for
example by impersonating other nodes or simply by claiming false identities. In the
worst case, an attacker may generate an arbitrary number of additional node identities,
using only one physical device [76]. The Sybil attack can defeat the redundancy
mechanisms of distributed storage systems, pose a threat to routing mechanisms in
cooperative networks, trick reputation and voting systems, and manipulate resource
allocation [21].
In Man-in-the-middle attack, a malicious node can lie on a data flow between the sender
and receiver and then, by using link spoofing techniques (such as advertising fake links
and sending routing control packets, including wrong information), impersonates other
nodes and relays received messages. Therefore, being unaware of the attacker, the
victims believe that they are communicating directly with the correct node. Man-in-themiddle threats can also be the first step the attacker takes to commit further
misbehaviours like blackhole and routing attacks.
Applying strong cryptographic authentication mechanisms [109-111, 113-124, 130] can
mitigate impersonation attacks; however, they may have some flaws like disability in
covering all authentication properties (data integrity, data origin authentication, and
non-repudiation), requiring a secure channel and a trusted third authority party for
generating and distributing the keys among the nodes before establishing a trusted
communication, or leading to the resource exhaustion, for example in a coded mesh
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network with battery and processing power limited nodes. Accordingly, designing an
efficient lightweight authentication scheme is extremely required. Algebraic watchdog
or [131] which are based on physical layer NC mechanism can be useful for handling
this type of impersonate attacks.
I. Entropy

While eavesdropping or pollution attacks have received a great deal of consideration,
there is another attack which has not been studied extensively enough: entropy attack. It
happens when an adversary intermediate node generates valid but non-innovative
packets that are trivial linear combinations of the stale packets, stored or overheard at an
earlier time by the attacker [132].
The simulation results, presented in [133], show the impact of entropy attacks and
differentiate between local entropy (sending non-innovative packets to the local
neighbouring nodes) and the more subtle one called global entropy (sending seemingly
innovative packets to the local neighbouring that are non-innovative for one or more
distant downstream node). These valid but non-innovative packets decrease the
decoding opportunities at sinks in both stateless and state-aware NC systems, waste
network resources, and eventually degrade the overall throughput rate [132, 133].
[133] proposed a mechanism for mitigating the effect of local entropy. Two other
infrequent studies [109, 132] consider neither the impact of entropy attack on routing
nor the possibility of a global entropy. However, [134] proposes an efficient edgebased authentication scheme by changing random linear coding to deterministic
message combining rule. Also, [135] propose a new protocol that enables any node in
the network to run a “verification test” as a technique against byzantine attacks but it
can be used as a mitigation technique against entropy attacks in NC based
communication systems too.
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Table 2 lists a summary of different threats and attacks for NC enabled systems.

Table 2. A summary of different threats and attacks for NC enabled systems
Attack Name

Eavesdropping

Traffic Analysis
and Monitoring

Denial of
Service (DoS)

Jamming

SYN Flooding

Resource
Exhaustion

Attack
Taxonomy

-Passive
-Multiple Layers
-State-aware & less

-Passive
-Multiple Layers
-State-aware & less

-Active
-Multiple Layers
-State-aware & less

-Active
-Physical & MAC
-State-aware & less

-Active
-Transport
- State-aware &
less

-Active
-Network
- State-aware &
less

Description

The attacker eavesdrops
transmitted packets and
tries to obtain sensitive
information

The attacker may monitor
and analyse data traffic to
obtain network topology
related information and
data packets.

The attacker is able to deny
services in the network.
Denied services include,
but are not limited to,
routing, switching, name
resolution, session
establishment, processing
and memory capabilities.
The attacker prevents the
reception (jam) of valid
packets, stops forwarding
packets towards a
destination or injects lots
of fake packets into the
network.
The attacker generates lots
of half-opened TCP
connection with some
victim nodes but never
fulfills the handshaking
procedure to fully open the
connections.
Attacker overwhelms
victims by sending a huge
amount of junk data
packets for recoding
consuming network
resources and eventually
rendering the network
inoperable.
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Countermeasures
Several works studied
Eavesdropping attack [9,
10, 12, 80, 82, 136-143]
especially on a wiretap
channel [9, 10, 137, 140143]. Some solutions are:
homomorphic hash
functions [97, 109, 144146], homomorphic digital
signatures [110, 111, 113,
114, 147], symmetric keys
[113, 119], and network
codes [10, 70, 148-150].
It happens due to violating
the privacy of nodes [7375, 151]. Packet encoding
and digital signatures can
mitigate it.
Investigating the handling
mechanisms for traditional
ad hoc networks [152-155].
[78] shows severe impact
of DDoS on NC. Statistical
analysis, authentication
and verification of traffic
flows, and packet leashes
are some possible
mitigation techniques.
A polynomial-time rateoptimal distributed
network codes [80], Null
Keys [83], Jamming
Evasive NC Aware
Algorithm(JENNA) [81],
and more [82, 84].
[32] showed NC
mechanism is possible in
TCP communications and
then several works
developed after that [8596]. However SYN attack
is an infrequent study.
Can be customized and
modified
into
several
forms of attacks such as
DoS, jamming, and SYN
flooding. Node and dataorigin authentication, data
integrity
and
confidentiality,
and

Attack Name

Blackhole,
selective
forwarding/drop
ping,
and
wormhole

Byzantine
Fabrication

Attack
Taxonomy

-Active
-Network
- State-aware &
less

-Active
-Multiple Layers
- State-aware &
less

Description

Nodes are convinced to
relay data packets through
the attacker, who then
refuses to forward them.

The attacker may create
and send invalid messages
containing false routing
information, leading to
routing loops, routing table
overflow, route poisoning,
and ACK pollution.

Byzantine
Modification
and Pollution

Active
-Multiple Layers
- State-aware &
less

The Byzantine attacker
invalidly or incorrectly
modifies and alters the
message in transit or it
bogus fake packets and
injects these polluted
packets into network.

Impersonation

-Active
-MAC & Network
-State-aware

The attacker sends
messages pretending to be
another legitimate node.

Entropy

-Active
-Multiple layers

The attacker resends valid
but non-innovative packets
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Countermeasures
homomorphic
hash
functions are possible
mitigation techniques.
Some works proposed
algebraic watchdog for
mitigating this attack [98,
99, 156]. also, estimating
the distance between the
sender and the receiver is
proposed for wormwhole
attack in NC systems
[101].
Byzantine
fabrication
attacks are investigated
under
Byzantine
modification [21, 24, 44,
78, 97-99, 105-113, 117,
124, 136, 146, 156-170]
in the literature, however
some of them are not
frequently studied like
routing table overflow,
route poisoning, and ACK
pollution. Node and dataorigin authentication and
monitoring neighbours via
intrusion detection and
prevention mechanisms are
some mitigations
techniques for handling
these attacks.
Byzantine modification
[78, 82, 105, 112, 117,
136, 146, 156, 160, 162,
163, 165, 169, 171-177]
and pollution attacks [2123, 44, 113, 116, 119, 124,
145, 166-168, 178] are the
most important and studied
active attacks. Network
codes, error detecting and
error correcting
mechanisms, and intrusion
detection/prevention
technique can mitigate this
attack.
Using
strong
authentication
mechanisms (such as
digital signature [97, 109111, 113-118], MAC [119124, 130], and tag [44,
126, 179]) and other
cryptographic
mechanisms can alleviate
this attack.
The simulation results
presented in [133] showed

Attack Name

Attack
Taxonomy
- State-aware &
less

Description
(like the old packets which
were previously accepted
in the network) aiming to
exhaust network resources.

Countermeasures
disruptive impact of
entropy attacks, however it
is not a frequently studied
attack [109, 132, 133].
edge-based authentication
scheme [134] and
verification test [135] are
two possible mitigation
techniques.

4 Security Mechanisms Taxonomy
This section presents some mechanisms that can be used by NC to handle some security
attacks that have been reviewed in the previous sections.

4.1 Security via Network Codes
Although NC mechanism for using intermediate nodes in packet coding may lead to
several security issues; in the other hand, NC scheme itself has a security aware nature
that can be useful for handling these attacks. For example, in RLNC, by applying a
proper coding algorithm on the data packets, we can limit the capability of attackers to
perform eavesdropping, since only the destination nodes who have access to sufficient
decoding vectors can recover native packets [61, 62].
As some of the key research works, [106-108] proposed three distributed network
codes, which are rate optimal and they run in polynomial time. The algorithms are
secure against byzantine attacks of different strengths. The first algorithm considers an
attacker in a secret shared scenario. On the other hand, the second assumes an
omniscient attacker while the third is analysing the behaviours of an eavesdropper with
limited power. In particular, both the first and the third schemes, by a lower complexity
than the second one, achieve optimal rate 𝐶 − 𝑧 where the network capacity is 𝐶 and
adversary can perform eavesdropping, jamming, or byzantine attacks on maximum 𝑧
links; but the second one will be limited to the optimal rate 𝐶 − 2𝑧.
Another inherent property of NC that can be achieved by applying a proper coding is
subspaces properties [162, 169, 180, 181]. In randomized NC, due to the intermediate
nodes behaviour in randomly choosing and mixing incoming packets and sending the
recoded packet toward their neighbours, always a random subspace of the space
spanned by the source packets will be collected by intermediate nodes. These random
subspaces potentially and implicitly carry topological information about the network
which leads to a good opportunity for several applications such as detecting topology
inference, bottleneck discovery in peer-to-peer systems, and locating Byzantine
attackers [169]. [165] via subspace properties, proposed a new homomorphic MAC
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scheme (called SpaceMac) for expanding subspaces which can detect the precise
location of all Byzantine attackers in intra-session NC systems.
In a system that errors occur frequently or there are several malicious nodes that inject a
large number of polluted packets into the network, the capability of error correction in
NC system can be degraded and overwhelmed [24].
4.1.1 Handling Eavesdropping Attack

An adversary intermediate node can perform an eavesdropping attack on the transit
packets for extracting some unauthorized information. The problem of eavesdropping
attack can be modeled as follows [20, 61]:
1. Suppose Alice is the source node and she wants to send the original coded
packet x composed of N symbols to the sink node.
2. Bob is the sink node and he receives a coded data packet 𝒚 composed of N
symbols.
3. Calvin, who is the malicious node, eavesdrops the coded packet 𝒛 composed of
R symbols.
The coded packets 𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛 can be represented as:
𝒙 = (𝑥1 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑁 )
𝒚 = (𝑦1 𝑦2 … 𝑦𝑁 )
𝒛 = (𝑧1 𝑧2 … 𝑧𝑅 )
Suppose that the source node in the eavesdropping attack model, sends N packets to the
sink node and the malicious node can eavesdrop k out of N packets. Without NC and by
applying a mechanism like using a (𝑁, 𝑁 − 𝑘) linear Maximum Distance Separable
(MDS) code [180, 182], the source node still has a chance to securely send (𝑁, 𝑁 − 𝑘)
packets to the sink. If NC is used, due to vulnerabilities associated to the linear
operations on the packets, we will miss this chance even if the secure wiretap channel
code is applied [61].
To achieve a proper linear network code that guarantees the secure delivery of at least
𝑁 − 𝑘 (𝑘 < 𝑁) packets in a wiretap channel, [10] proposed a communication model
based on linear network codes who can work in a wiretap channel called k-secure NC –
this was later improved in [141]. A stronger linear network code scheme was proposed
by [148] and [149]; it illustrated if input packets are encoded properly, then the k-secure
NC for a wiretap channel can always be achievable.
The information is considered theoretically secure if the applied NC mechanism
guarantees that an eavesdropper cannot extract any information about 𝒙 from 𝒛 in a
sense that [20]:
Ƥ(𝒙|𝒚) = 0 AND I(𝒙, 𝒛) = 0

(1)

Where Ƥ(x|y) is the conditional entropy of x given y and I(x,z) is the mutual information
between x and z. A weakly secure NC can be achieved by modifying the strong
assumption of (1) in the following way:
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Ƥ(𝐱|𝐲) = 0 AND I(𝒙𝑖 , 𝐳) = 0, where: (i=1, 2,…, N)

(2)

In weakly secure NC, the eavesdropper cannot extract any meaningful information
about native data packets from coded packets, due to insufficient encryption
coefficients. [70, 150] showed that the source node can deliver N packets to the sink
node in a weakly secure NC scheme.
Several solutions [9, 10, 12, 80, 82, 136-143] have been proposed to handle
eavesdropping attacks in NC systems especially in a wiretap channel [9, 10, 137, 140143]. NC, itself, due to using packet coding, is one of these solutions [10, 70, 148-150].
4.1.2 Correcting Corrupted Packets (Error Correction)

By using appropriate network codes, it is possible not only to detect corrupted packets
but also to correct them, mitigating a significant part of most well-known active attacks.
However, error detection and error correction (erasure) mechanisms for NC systems,
may lead to some undesired problems. An error detection scheme creates monitoring
overhead and error correction is possible only after occurring pollution attacks, which
may bring about epidemic disruptive problems for an NC system.
An adversary intermediate node can show a wide range of Byzantine misbehaviors like
Byzantine modification on the transit packets or it injects bogus packets into the
network as a part of a pollution attack. Pollution attacks can be modeled based on three
elements: source node, sink node, and malicious node.
1. Alice is the source node and she wants to send N packets to the sink node. Each
packet is composed of L symbols as the plain text and N symbols as the code.
2. Bob is the sink node and he wants to receive N packets (like before, composed
of N+L symbols) from the source node.
3. Calvin is malicious node and he injects R polluted packets (composed of N+L
symbols) into the Alice-Bob communication.
Therefore, Alice sends matrix 𝑨 to Bob, Calvin injects polluted packets in the form of
matrix 𝑪, and finally Bob will receive matrix 𝑩 which is an unknown combination of
two matrices 𝑨 and 𝑪. Also 𝑨, 𝑩, and 𝑪 are N×(N+L), N×(N+L), and R×(N+L)
matrices, respectively. The coded packets 𝑨, 𝑩, and 𝑪 can be represented as:
1

1

2

.
.
.

𝑨=
[

𝑁]

2

.
.
.

𝑩=
[

𝑁]

𝒄1
𝒄2
.
𝑪= .
.
[𝒄𝑅 ]

The coded packet (𝑩), received at sink node, is:
𝑩 = 𝑾𝑨 + 𝑾´ 𝑪

(3)

Where 𝑾 is a N×N coding matrix related to 𝑨 which is calculated based on the paths
from Alice to Bob. It should be stated that these paths exclude the paths that contain
Calvin, because he will not forward correct packets. Also 𝑾´ is a N×R coding matrix
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related to 𝑪 which is calculated based on the paths from the malicious node (Calvin) to
the sink node.
When the sink node in the pollution attack model receives a corrupted packet, it still has
a chance to remove it. Suppose that each packet 𝒅𝑖 is composed of L symbols in a
sufficiently large finite field GF(q):
𝒅𝑖 = [𝒅1𝑖

.

𝒅𝐿𝑖 ]

. .

Let 𝑫 be a 𝑁 × 𝐿 matrix composed of N packets like 𝒅𝑖 (i=1,2,…,N):
𝒅1
𝑑11
.
.
.
𝑫=
= .
.
.
1
𝒅
𝑑
[
( 𝑁)
𝑁

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

𝑑1𝐿
.
.
.
𝐿
𝑑𝑁
]

Where 𝑫 (a N×L matrix) represents real data or plaintext composed of native packets.
Also suppose that 𝑱 is an N×N unit matrix, consisting of all 1s. By appending matrix 𝑫
and 𝐽, we obtain a 𝑁 × (𝑁 + 𝐿) matrix, like 𝑨:

𝑑11
.
.
.
𝑱) =
= .
.
.
1
𝑑
[
𝑁
( )
𝑁
1

𝑨 = (𝑫

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

𝑑1𝐿
.
.
.
𝐿
𝑎𝑁

1
.
.
.
1

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

1
.
.
.
1]

We can randomly choose N symbols like sk (k=1,2,…,N) from GF(q) and create a parity
check matrix like 𝑯 using these N symbols. 𝑯 is a L×δ matrix where δ is a design
parameter. So the (i,j)th element of matrix 𝑯 is sij where (i=1,2,…, δ) and (j=1,2,…,L).,
𝑠11
.
𝑯= .
.
[𝑠𝐿1

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
𝑠𝑗𝑖
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

𝑠1𝛿
.
.
.
𝑠𝐿𝛿 ]

By using native data packets matrix D and parity check matrix 𝑯, source node is able to
obtain a hashed information in the form of an N×δ matrix like 𝑷:
𝑷 = 𝑫𝑯

(4)

Now that all required concepts were presented, the attack anatomy can be described like
this:
1. Alice generates native data packets matrix 𝑫 and creates unit matrix 𝑱 to
calculate augmented data packet matrix 𝑨. Alice also creates parity check matrix
𝑯 and N symbols (sk);
2. Using a hash function, Alice produces matrix 𝑷;
3. Alice sends matrix 𝑨 to the sink node (Bob);
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4. Using a secure channel, Alice sends matrix 𝑷 and sk (i=1,2,…,N) symbols to
Bob.
5. Calvin (the malicious node) starts a pollution attack by injecting polluted
packets in the form of matrix 𝑪 into the Alice-Bob communication.
Bob will receive matrix 𝑩 and 𝑷 and also the sk symbols.
As a result, matrix 𝑷 will be the hashed information that is sent from Alice to Bob (e.g.,
via a secret channel) and it contains the information about the native data packets (𝑫).
Matrix 𝑪, as polluted packets, was created by Calvin and was injected into the AliceBob communication. Finally, Bob will receive matrix 𝑩 from Calvin and 𝑷 from Alice.
Now Bob takes decoding steps to decode matrix 𝑩 in order to extract the native data
packets. Matrix 𝑩 and 𝑪 in equation (3) are composed of a hash data and coded header
so that:
𝑩 = (𝑩1

𝑩2 )

(5)

𝑪 = (𝑪1

𝑪2 )

(6)

Therefore (3), (5), and (6) yield:
𝑩1 = 𝑾𝑫 + 𝑾´ 𝑪1

(7)

𝑩2 = 𝑾𝑱 + 𝑾´ 𝑪2 = 𝑾 + 𝑾´ 𝑪2

(8)

𝑾 = 𝑩2 − 𝑾´ 𝑪2

(9)

Because:

𝑩1 can be rewritten like:
𝑩 = 𝑩 𝑫 + 𝑼1

(10)

Where 𝑼 is an unknown N×L matrix like:
𝑼 = 𝑾´ (𝑪1 − 𝑪2 𝐃)

(11)

This unknown matrix can be obtained by post-multiplying both sides of (11) by 𝑯 and
using (4):
𝑼1 𝑯 = 𝑩 𝑯 − 𝑩2 𝑷

(12)

And by 12 the sink node can obtain 𝑼 and from (10) it can finally obtain matrix 𝑫
which is real data and includes native data packets [174, 183].
[136]showed that considering equation 12, the probability of finding 𝑼 in a sense that:
𝑼2 ≠ 𝑼1 & 𝑼2 𝑯 = 𝑼1 𝑯

(13)

Will be like the following equation ([136], Claim 5):
𝑁 𝛿

𝑝 ≤ (𝑞 )

(14)

So if q, which is the size of filed GF(q), is large enough, then p will be very small and
so the equation 14 has a unique solution [20].
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4.2 Security via Cooperative Mechanisms
In an NC system, an intermediate node in a data flow, may have a simple store-forward
role in which the non-recoding intermediate node simply forwards packets. In the other
hand, the intermediate node, depending on its position in the network topology or NC
mechanism, can be also a recoding node that performs store-process-forward paradigm:
it receives several packets from upstream nodes and, via different paths, mixes and
recodes them into one packet, and forward it to downstream nodes.
In information theoretic approaches [112, 171], intermediate nodes may simply insert
some redundant decoding information into packets, recode packets, and forward them
toward sink nodes. Then, by means of this redundant information, the sink node, the
only one being responsible to verify the received packets, can detect corrupted packets,
recover or correct them if possible, and drop the unrecoverable or uncorrectable packets
[24]. Therefore, one corrupted packet epidemically may lead to several corrupted
packets and can severely degrade the throughput of the network.
A customized version of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention
Systems (IPS) for store and forward networks like MANETs [184-186] could be helpful
for NC systems too due to store and forward property of NC. The measures for
detecting misbehavior of adversary nodes can be any of the security attacks like
fabrication, jamming, man-in-the-middle, impersonation, route poisoning, wormhole,
and blackhole. Several dynamic, autonomous, distributed, and self-healing mechanisms
are proposed to detect bogus injected or corrupted packets [109, 167, 168, 187-191].
One of those mentioned mechanisms is algebraic watchdog. Like traditional watchdog
[164] for MANETs [60], an upstream node in an NC aware protocol can run watchdog
mechanism and overhear its non-recoding downstream neighbours and detect malicious
behaviors in them, like packet dropping, false routing information, and packet
modification. After monitoring and detection phase, nodes will inform each other about
these malicious nodes and finally they run isolating phase. However, traditional
watchdog fails in detecting misbehaviours of recoding malicious nodes in NC based
systems. When benign upstream nodes forward packets toward a downstream attacker
for more recoding operations, the attacker can perform invalid recoding operations. In
this scenario, the benign upstream nodes may have no chance to detect these
misbehaviors via overhearing, due to the lack of sufficient information for decoding the
downstream packets flooded by downstream attackers [24]. As a result, it paves the way
for the malicious node for creating a variety of misbehaviours.
In 2009, [98] customized traditional watchdog for MANETs and proposed the first
version of algebraic watchdog for NC networks. In algebraic watchdog, nodes can
verify their neighbours probabilistically and, by means of overheard messages, can
police them locally. As the first step, algebraic watchdog introduces a graphical model
to simulate the inference process by which the nodes monitor their downstream
neighbors. Then, the graphical model will be mapped into the Viterbi algorithm, and the
probabilities of misdetection and false detection will be calculated that, eventually,
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leads into detecting the presence of a malicious downstream neighbor [98, 99, 156,
192].

4.3 Cryptographic Schemes
Cryptographic based defenses against pollution attacks in NC based communication
systems include a wide range of solutions.
4.3.1 Keys, signatures, null space, and authentication verification

The inherent security, provided by some NC protocols, like RLNC, can be easily
combined (strengthen) with the application of other security techniques, such as the use
of different types of digital signatures (e.g., lattice signature [193]), and symmetric or
public key encryption. A key management mechanism can be used to exchange shared
keys with the sink nodes, which are used for the encryption of the coding coefficients
[64, 70, 111, 194].
Also, using null space property of NC [83, 178] is another proposed technique where all
network nodes can verify the integrity of a received batch of data by checking if it
belongs to the subspace spanned by the source batch. In this scheme, every node in the
network has a vector, called null key, orthogonal to all combinations of the source
blocks. These null keys belong to the null space of the source batch and random
combinations of them are distributed by the source before the start of communication.
Another type of the mentioned defense techniques against pollution attacks is DART
that was proposed in [23, 195] and it provides a time-based authentication in
combination with random linear transformations. Therefore, this work achieves a new
approach by providing a computationally more lightweight scheme at the cost of
making an additional assumption; the security of DART relies on time asymmetry that
requires time synchronization among the nodes in the network. Also, it has an enhanced
version, called EDART, based on the optimistic forwarding scheme that enables quick
attacker isolation and, therefore, achieves higher performance.
4.3.2 Homomorphic Hash Functions (HHFs)

As mentioned in Section 3.2, under the resource exhaustion attack, NC systems are very
vulnerable due to the coding role of intermediate nodes. Prolonging the verifying
process of the encoded packets to the extent that they reach to the sink nodes can be
potentially the main reason for intensifying the disruptive epidemic damage of pollution
attacks in the NC systems.
This problem can be mitigated if intermediate nodes get able to verify polluted coded
packets without knowing the native packets. Homomorphic hash functions [97, 109,
144-146] or homomorphic digital signatures [110, 111, 113, 114, 147] for NC, which,
for the first time, were proposed in [97], has this helpful property for NC systems,
however it is computationally expensive. Bellow, we discuss how homomorphic hash
functions are used in detecting corrupted packets (error detecting).
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Any hash function like ℎ(. ) can map a normally large message like 𝑚 into a typically
small size output ℎ(𝑚) and satisfies two properties: i) it is computationally very hard to
reach 𝑚 by having ℎ(𝑚) and ii) finding 𝑚´ in a scene that ℎ(𝑚) = ℎ(𝑚´ ) is very
difficult. Beside these strong properties, Homomorphic hash functions have an
additional property called homomorphism, in which hash of some native messages (like
hash value of a linear combination of some messages in a RLNC system) is equal to
combinations of the hashes of those messages [109].
More specifically, if 𝑚´ is the linear combination of n messages like:
𝑛
´

𝑚 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 𝑚𝑖
𝑖=1

Then the homomorphic hash value of this combination, i.e ℎ(𝑚´ ), is:
𝑛

´

ℎ(𝑚 ) = ∏ ℎ𝑐𝑖 𝑚𝑖 𝑐𝑖
𝑖=1

Before computing hashes, the source should share some hashing parameters between
the sink and the intermediate nodes that are shown in [97, 109].
Therefore, because of the homomorphism property of these hash functions, all
intermediate nodes in the pollution attack model, presented in the previous section, are
able to verify the validity of encoded packets on-the-fly prior to mixing them
algebraically[39]. Now that the intermediate nodes can collaborate in verifying the
transit packets, polluted packets will be dropped very soon and malicious nodes can be
detected and isolated. Also, because of homomorphism property, the intermediate nodes
can combine and encode the incoming hash packets and forward them without knowing
the content of native packets or private key of the source node that prevents them from
performing an eavesdropping attack.
In a very earliest attempts, [159] proposed a security hashing scheme based on
homomorphic functions to validate blocks of rateless codes only at source and receiver
nodes. So, Lemma 4.1 in [157] described how to compute the hash values to make it
possible to check the correctness of both the encoded blocks and their coefficient
vectors. On the other hand, [196] developed a different homomorphic signature scheme,
which was not assuming the existence of a separate secure channel to transmit hash
values to all nodes. In particular, the scheme is able to sign linear combination of
packets without solving the linear system. [97] work was improved by [147] and,
instead of pre-distributing a large number of hash values and evaluating every single
packet, they proposed a new batch delivery and verification scheme in which the
authentication information of a message is embedded with the message.
Homomorphic hash functions can have other applications in the scope of NC based
communication systems too. [97] proposed homomorphic hash function for general
content distribution networks that enables a downloader to perform on-the-fly [157,
197] verification of erasure-encoded blocks. [187] focused on finding a lightweight
mechanism for identifying the malicious nodes in P2P streaming via hash functions too.
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Homomorphic hash functions may have several drawbacks. It is computationally
expensive and several works reported the poor performance of the scheme even by
applying powerful CPUs [109, 198]. Also, the hash function parameters should be
distributed among the network nodes before the communication and, in some
implementation, a secure channel is needed for this purpose [199]. Using symmetric
keys [113, 119] and batch verification can alleviate computational complexity of
homomorphic hash functions.
It is noteworthy to mention that all these cryptographic mentioned techniques may lead
to traffic overhead or they need frequently pre-distributing verification codes between
nodes in a communication or require a large bandwidth [187]. Developing an extremely
efficient lightweight security mechanism for NC still is required and it is an ongoing
research. A classification of these researches which represents the security taxonomy in
network coding systems is shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8: Security Taxonomy in Network Coding Systems
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5 Conclusions and future directions
At the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first survey to include the most relevant
literature in the diverse research areas related to security attacks and mitigation
techniques in network coding based approaches. The Paper set out with the main
fundamental concepts in network coding theorem and security challenges that any
network coding based system should consider them.
In the first section, we started by introducing the secure network coding concept and
current survey structure. Section 2 presented the principles of RLNC and three rules that
a well behaved node should follow - when a node violates one or more of these rules,
the security is compromised. This section also reviewed the features of stateless and
state-aware NC protocols. Section 3 showed that most of the security threats and attacks
commonly found in other types of networks also threat NC enabled systems. On top of
these, there are other attacks, exclusive to NC, such as the pollution attacks - the data
mixing operations performed by the intermediate nodes clearly lead to vulnerabilities.
There are a few exclusive attacks threatening NC systems; pollution attacks are the most
studied. The pollution of packets is considered highly problematic in NC systems
because of the spread velocity, since it only takes one incoming corrupted packet to
cause a well behaved node to produce a corrupted output. To deal with this threat and
others, Section 4 provides three mitigation strategies, the anatomy (how it works), and
mitigation techniques of the three attacks: eavesdropping, Byzantine modification, and
pollution attacks. Section 5, presents the discussions and future directions in NC
enabled systems and also presents a research and papers timeline.
Designing an efficient network code in the presence of all kind of adversaries and
erroneous cannels in the network still needs furthered studies. There are several
mechanisms for the on-the-fly verification of packets in intermediate nodes, prior to
mixing algebraically and forwarding them. On-the-fly verification is possible via
Homomorphic Hash Function (HHF) based approaches such as homomorphic digital
signatures, Message Authentication Code (MAC), and authentication codes (tag).
However more researches are required to find more efficient and lightweight
homomorphic hash functions that are cheaper in terms of complexity.
Also, via other techniques such as using subspace properties of network coding or null
keys, the intermediate node can detect and drop the corrupted packets. These techniques
generally need a key distribution algorithm beside a secret channel for key exchange or
appending the keys to the header of packets and protecting them via other techniques
such as HHF.
Mixing RLNC and other error correcting codes and empowering them via pre-coding
methods, such as Reed–Solomon (RS) code or Luby Transform (LT) [200], that is
rateless erasure code which generates a variable quantity of encoding symbols
according to the needs, is another green research field in the scope of network coding.
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